
Ricoh PJ X2440 XGA Resolution Entry Level Projector/3000 lumens

NOTE: Lenses are not included, projector body only.

Make strong impressions with a budget-friendly projector

Want your ideas to resonate with your audience during presentations and training sessions? The RICOH PJ X2440 standard-throw projector offers the vibrant

XGA resolution you need to keep viewers actively engaged. Its low price makes it affordable for small businesses, work groups and schools that need multiple

projectors for more well-rounded lesson plans. Plus, up to 5,000 hours of lamp life provides you with long-term savings by reducing the cost of bulb replacements.

Give your best work the professional touch it deserves

The PJ X2440 has 1024 x 768 resolution in 256 colors, letting you impress viewers with outstanding color quality and sharp text. You can make an even bigger

impact by projecting large images of up to 300 inches wide diagonally with the projector placed just a few feet from the screen. Plus, data and smaller elements

are easy to read from multiple angles, helping to improve viewer comprehension.

Adapt to venue changes quickly and efficiently

You never know when you'll have to change venues to accommodate a different number of people than originally planned. Fortunately, the PJ X2440 is compact,

lightweight and easy to transport, so you can move fast when you need to make last-minute changes. Plus, there■s no need for IT support or network

connections ■ once you've moved your projector to a new space, simply plug it in, turn it on and you■re ready to go.

Go green with an eco-friendly projector

To keep your carbon footprint small, you can choose to present in Eco Mode and add up to 1,000 hours of lamp life, helping you save money on bulb

replacements.*

*Lamps are consumable products and therefore are not covered by the projector■s warranty.

Provide dynamic experiences your audiences will remember

Audiences get more invested when you can put on a show with strong visual and audio elements. With a built-in 2W speaker, audio in/out ports and a monitor

port, you can add sound to enhance on-screen action. To add even more power during dramatic moments, opt for louder, external speakers. Quiet moments are

just as important when it comes to moving audiences, and the PJ X2440 lets you operate at noise levels as low as 31 dB.

Prepare for meetings and instruction with ease

The PJ X2440 makes it easy to present and teach in a number of environments ■ including conference rooms, huddle rooms, classrooms and more. Plus,

without the need to access networked computers, you can prepare for presentations fast and efficiently. Multiple input terminals are available so you can quickly

and easily enhance presentations by plugging in a variety of media, including desktop computers, laptops and Blu-ray players.

Features

• XGA Resolution (1024x768 dpi)

• Brightness rating of 3000 lumens

• Screen size up to 300"

• Contrast ratio of 2200:1
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